Retrospective registration of X-ray angiograms with MR images by using vessels as intrinsic landmarks.
Conventional x-ray angiography (XRA) images are projections of the vasculature with high spatial and temporal resolution, while magnetic resonance (MR) angiography (MRA) and MR imaging data show the three-dimensional locations of vessels relative to brain parenchyma. The authors have developed a retrospective method of registering these studies, which makes it practical to produce multimodality displays of this complementary information. Registration was performed by matching vessels seen on both XRA and MRA images. First, the authors determined the coordinates of the center lines of a few "landmark" vessels on the XRA image and the three-dimensional locations of the corresponding intraluminal voxels in the MRA volume. Registration was performed by rotating and translating the MRA-MR imaging volume until the perspective projection of the MRA landmark vessels matched the corresponding vessel center lines on the XRA image. Experiments with phantoms and patients indicated that the two studies were registered with an average error of less than 2 mm. A linked-cursor display was developed to show correspondence between points on the registered XRA and MRA-MR images.